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Thomson scattering can be used to study heat transport in Be plasma

Gold: Present on Hohlraum 
High Z: properties dominated by radiation 

losses
Complex atomic physics

Properties to study:
Radiation
Laser-plasma interaction
Heat transport

To study Heat Transport: 
Be – lower radiation losses
Lower laser power – less LPI

r=430 µm

Shot conducted at OMEGA facility, 
by George Swadling
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300µm from sphere surface
Fit plasma properties: 
ne =4.29e20 cm-3, Te=1.0keV
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300µm from sphere surface
Fit plasma properties: 
Ti=0.45keV, Te=0.81keV
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d=300µm 

d=300µm 
Δn/<n> = 0.45
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Density drops quickly with distance, but temperature is more uniform
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Mesured temperatures are similar to Lasnex models

Electron temperature and Ion temperature are modeled 
fairly well close to the sphere.  

Temperatures are less position dependent than density.

Lasnex simulations by Will Farmer

d=200µm d=400µm

Ti

Te Te

Ti
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Density discrepancy can be explained by error in scattering volume location (~50µm)

Lasnex simulations by Will Farmer

d=200µm d=400µm

Density changes rapidly with position.  Errors in positioning the TS volume may 
account for the discrepancy in density.

TS measurement
Lasnex

TS measurement
Lasnex
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Measured density gradients are mostly consistent across different TS locations

Densities and gradients at t=2ns
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Plasma flow is observed with electrons and ions in the same direction 

Ks

20°

ve

vi

Ion velocity: sensitive to central 
wavelength calibration, which was 
not done.  

Electron velocity: sensitive to 
electron distribution function.  
Temperature-gradient induced 
Spitzer-Harm distributions will be 
investigated. 

Radial velocity: 
~1000km/s
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Could this be a beat from the drive and probe?

Drive laser shuts off at 2.5 
ns, just like narrow feature. 
 

Collective 
EPW

Non-Collective 
EPW
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Beats from the probe and drive cannot match the scattering direction

Detected light with a 1ω blueshift 
must scatter from waves 113° off 
the probe direction

60.3°

113°

Probe and drive cannot make a 
beat in the probed direction

|k|probe

(4ω)

|k|drive

(3ω)
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Beats from the probe and drive cannot match the scattering direction

Detected light with a 1ω blueshift 
must scatter from waves 113° off 
the probe direction

60.3°

113°

|k|probe

(4ω)

47°

Probe and drive cannot make a 
beat in the probed direction

|k|drive

(3ω)
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82°

Can the driven waves be deflected to be picked up by Thomson Scattering?

Probe: 4ω

Probed 
wave 
vector1ω beat 

waves

Drive: 3ω

41°

Correct magnitude 
can be made:
Δω=1ω, |k|=4.5ω/c

113°
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Antiparallel beats drive expected resonance in Langmuir waves.

T=8.75/ωpe

T=30.63/ωpe

Red curve: TS 
collection region

Red dashes: Phase 
velocity c/7

Laser features occur 
along multiples of 
the mode: 
(ω,k)=(ω0,7ω0/c)
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Perpendicular beats drive a different resonance in Langmuir waves.

Red curve: TS 
collection region

Red dashes: Phase 
velocity c/7

Mode should be 
below this left of 
where it is, at c/5

Maybe missing 
radial modes?

Bz

|E|2
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Jx 

PIC simulated TS spectra can be used to verify methods of 
current measurements
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IAW fit from PIC Simulation

IAW data can allow measurement of current in filamented 
plasma
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PIC simulated TS spectra can verify methods of current 
measurements

Current comparison: Pic and TS fit

early fi 

late fi 
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Measured density gradients are mostly consistent across different TS locations

Densities and gradients at t=2ns
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Scattering occurs independently 
in different locations in the TS 
region:  spectra are added
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Plasma flow is observed with electrons and ions in the same direction 

Ks

20°

ve

vi

Ion velocity: sensitive to central 
wavelength calibration, which was 
not done.  

Electron velocity: sensitive to 
electron distribution function.  
Temperature-gradient induced 
Spitzer-Harm distributions will be 
investigated. 

Radial velocity: 
~1000µm/ns
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Lasnex models can test heat transport methods in Be based on measured temperatures

Heat transport and heating due to the TS 
probe vary with flux limiters, and can be 
compared with measured heating.

Lasnex simulations by Will Farmer

d=300µm

d=300µm

Low flux 
limiter 
(f=0.03)

High flux 
limiter
(f=0.15)

t=2ns

r[mm]

q

r

Classical 
Flux

Limited 
Flux
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Temperatures measured from IAW spectra are consistently lower than those 
measured from EPW spectra, across all measurements.

e.g. measurements taken at 2ns after laser start:
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300µm from sphere surface

λp=263.35 nm

Because the drive wavelength is close to 
the redshifted EPW, only the blueshifted 
peak is captured in these shots.

Collected 
Spectrum

Blue EPW Red EPW

IAW Drive
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• Some deflection of the OTS beam was observed in the AuFoamCoSphere-18A 
experiment.

• This may have been responsible for issues with coalignment that led to lost 
data in some of the experiments.

• Currently working to quantify this effect so that it can be corrected for on shot 
day.

• Likely wavelength sensitive – stronger effect for EPW than IAW

• This effect will likely be stronger as we attempt to probe closer to the sphere 
surface.

• Likely correction will required – move collection inwards in radius w.r.t

probe offsetprobe beam collection offset

60º

Top down TS geometry: Side view normal to probe:

collection offset > probe offset
 

TS Aimpoint

Actual TS volume

Side view normal to collection:
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Density drops quickly with distance, but temperature does not
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Shot 2 had slightly lower 
power/energy than the rest of the 
shots

Dashed curves +- 47 microns on each 
side of probe beam (1 std dev of 
probe). Solid curve is at TS probe 
focus (deflection of ~ 20 microns 
expected).

Te on z-axis at t = 2 nsScattered light vs 
measurement
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Density drops quickly with distance, but temperature is more uniform
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Density discrepancy may be explained by error in scattering volume location

Density discrepancy with simulation: above high-  limit gives a strong ⍺
control on density from TS, so measured density is more precise. 

Lasnex simulations by Will Farmer

d=300µmd=200µm d=400µm

Density changes rapidly with position.  Errors in positioning the TS 
volume may account for the discrepancy in density.
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Mesured temperatures are similar to Lasnex models

Electron temperature and Ion temperature are modeled 
fairly well close to the sphere.  

Temperatures are less position dependent than density.

Lasnex simulations by Will Farmer

d=300µmd=200µm d=400µm
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